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A perfectly straight shot with a big club is a fluke.
Jack Nicklaus, 18-time major golf tournament champion

My father’s Mercedes was so old that it had reached “and something” status, which is to say his car had
300 “and something” thousand miles before he was finally convinced to buy another vehicle. He ended up
getting a 2010 E Class with all the bells and whistles when a steering wheel, four tires and a radio would
have sufficed. When I asked him how he liked his new car he said it had everything but another woman.
Then he asked me not to tell my mother what he just said.
Men tend to repeat the same jokes so I was certain my mother had already heard it, but I guess the doghouse
never goes out of business and he’s just doing some risk management. He also figured out how to turn on
the radio, although he still gets lost from time to time because his memory is failing him. This is where the
navigation would come in handy, but now I’m just being redundant.
Unfortunately for us the investment world is not so
simple either. As soon as we get our minds wrapped
around stocks, bonds and 401(k)s there are these things
called derivatives and asset backed securities causing us
a bunch of trouble. When we’re not scratching our heads
about economic insults slipped sardonically onto bank
balance sheets we have to concern ourselves with the
Federal Reserve because who really knows what they do
anyway. Now we have these crypto coins and
blockchains that are currencies you can’t physically touch
on some magical spreadsheet nobody controls that’s
making lots of people rich (and poor) at the same time.
To be clear, blockchain is a business tool and crypto currencies are an investment. Think of blockchain as a
ledger that records transactions. For instance, the blockchain may allow your dentist to record your teeth
cleaning, a subsequent root canal and perhaps a filling sometime later. In a blockchain, each of these
transactions is verified, recorded in chronological order and cannot be changed because the blockchain is
considered immutable.
It is a disruptive technology that will accelerate the current wealth gap that rewards skilled workers. Right
now when you buy a house you have to complete an application, provide your tax returns, show bank
statements and submit to a credit check. The underwriter takes your FICO score, debt to income ratio and
assets into account. An appraisal and title search are standard procedures. If you’re self-employed you’ll
have an easier time passing health care legislation through Congress than having a smooth approval
experience.

At some point all of this information will be
maintained on a centralized permission based
blockchain. Either you have good credit or you do
not. Your account balances will be on the
blockchain along with the title to the house, your
tax returns and debts. The approval will be
instantaneous because, well, why wouldn’t it be?
An algorithm will gather the required data and
consummate the transaction without an army of
middlemen getting paid. Instead of waiting two
months to close on a house it might be done in a
matter of hours.
Once we extrapolate this scenario to other
industries it’s easy to see how many workers this
technology will displace. No longer will you need somebody from the university to send a transcript to a
potential employer – it’ll be on a blockchain. You won’t have to show proof of insurance to renew your car
registration because the blockchain will know if you’re insured, have parking tickets or moved out of state.
Crypto currencies, on the other hand, are not much different than buying a stock or a commodity in the
sense that your goal is to make money. While narratives about stores of value, protecting wealth from fiat
currencies and the misbehavior of central banks abound, most just want to profit from their endeavors. The
coins themselves are exchanged on a blockchain with no middleman. When you put $1 into a vending
machine, press C4 and a candy bar is delivered there are no intermediaries. In that same vein, buyers and
sellers of crypto currencies can interact solely through a blockchain. And since coins that have value can be
exchanged without an intermediary, money can be transferred anywhere and anytime instantaneously
without a middleman. So long Western Union and ACH payments.
It's quite an innovation when you think about it because each transaction is verified by computers trying
to solve complex mathematical transactions that validate an entry onto the blockchain. Whoever solves the
equation first gets rewarded in the respective crypto currency. The computers that solve these equations
are known as miners who allegedly use more energy than some small countriesi. Nevertheless, the
blockchain is maintained by what’s called “proof of work” to ensure its accuracy. Those birds that eat the
parasites off the elephants in the Serengeti desert provide a service and get paid quite handsomely for their
efforts - the birds get dinner just as the miners receive coins.
The volatility of the coins, however, is off the charts. It is a bell curve with no bell. Bitcoin saw its value
increase from a few cents per coin to over $60,000, a lottery ticket of sorts sparking the interest of retail
investors and institutional firms alike. It can best be described as a rags to riches disruptive investment not
yet sold in stores with a hint of Pets.com. Investors include everyone from Hold On for Dear Lifers to blue
blood Wall Street once skeptical aficionados. If Bitcoin is a train wreck, nobody can manage to take their
eyes off it.

I honestly don’t know what investors are to
make of something that drops 50 percent in a
month after increasing by 600 percent in the
last 12 months because they’re probably
kicking themselves for losing that 50 percent
despite getting 300 percent after the
aforementioned 50 percent decline. As
always, the pain of losing exceeds the joy of
winning. I just don’t think it’s going away any
time soon, especially when Fidelityii, Van
Eckiii, Goldman Sachsiv, J.P. Morganv, Bank of
NY Mellonvi, Morgan Stanleyvii, PayPalviii,
INGix and Deutsche Bankx among others are
now proponents of virtual currencies despite
publicly voicing their skepticism in the past.
Of course, there’s nothing wrong with
changing your mind. In fact, it’s probably a
good idea. Richard Bookstaber explains in
“The End of Theory” that the complexity of
our interactions cannot be unraveled with
mathematics used to value security prices
and build economic models. He opines that
treating humans as a machine will fail during
times of stress because each individual is
acting on a narrow subset of their
environment.
He makes the case that individual actions,
even if based on established rules, can lead to
unexpected dynamics because we live in this
non-linear place called the world and
economist treat it as if it is indeed linear. It
turns out the world cannot be solved; it has to
be lived. We can all be doing what makes sense and what manages risk and yet have the results be
disastrous. I suppose if we know the present we can calculate the future, but we don’t really know the
present.
All of this can be loosely translated into a wholesale admission that nobody has a firm grasp on crypto
currency investing, especially when different coins represent any number of business models exchanged
on various blockchains, each one solving a problem in its own unique way. That said, I won’t pretend to
have a crystal ball except to say that Bitcoin looks more like AOL than it does Google.

If you’ll recall AOL was the first internet service to be widely adopted and eventually got outpaced by
better technology with more utility. The thing is it made a lot of people extraordinarily rich before it went
away. Only a process would have cautioned investors from buying a company that was at peak valuations
and depended on monthly subscriptions when only three percent of the country had access to broadbandxi.
Apparently they thought the other 97 percent would stick to dial-up.
In the meantime, the Federal Reserve has purchased $7.9 trillion worth of bondsxii from the banks to
increase the cash our financial institutions can lend to the economy, which in turn makes bond prices go
up and correspondingly lowers interest rates. What I just described is what they mean by printing money,
a term used to describe the central bank clicking a key stroke to create money out of thin air to buy bonds
and liquify the economy.
This causes inflation at a time when the economy is accelerating because your gas isn’t getting better, your
money is just getting worse. When these two dynamics are increasing on a rate of change basis as they are
now, commodities, oil stocks and crypto currencies tend to do well. That environment will likely shift as
we compare upcoming numbers to a time when the economy had recovered in the summer of 2020. This
may uncover GDP and inflation growth that is actually decelerating as compared to last year. In this setup
investors may want to own utilities, REITs and consumer staples like we did in the 4th quarter of 2018.
Many years ago I invited my dad to play in a golf tournament with some of my friends who thought it was
nice that I could spend time with my father, even if it reduced our chances of winning. On the first tee he
said he would try to get the ball around some trees with the faint sound of chuckles emanating from my
buddies in the background. And then he proceeded to draw the ball 250 yards around said trees into the
middle of the fairway. What my friends couldn’t possibly have known was that my dad was a scratch
golfer. It seems that a 70-year-old trash-talking single digit handicapper is a non-linear event.
It’s never as good or as bad as you think it is, so all we have is a repeatable golf swing. I don’t know if
we’re beginning that transition to slowing economic growth and inflation or not, but when I find out you’ll
be the first to know. And for those who will never own a virtual currency, I will gladly take those rewards
points and sky miles off your hands.
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